
Stability training with the ICAROS Guardian - playfully easy, 

safe, and effective

ICAROS combines effective training 

with gamification. 

Maximize your therapy success with 

ICAROS Guardian, the award-winning 

balance training system. Equipped with 

cutting-edge technology, the ICAROS 

Guardian trains coordination, balance, and 

reflexes in a playful yet safe manner - 

efficient and effective.

Ideal for all age groups, this system perfects 

the training of balance, stability, and postural 

control. With the ICAROS Guardian, you 

achieve maximum therapeutic success with 

minimal staff involvement. Make the 

ICAROS Guardian a cornerstone of your 

therapy offerings.

The ICAROS app offers a wide array of engaging and motivating Exergames for various 

applications. From cognitive-motor training to High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT), the 

library is continuously updated with new training scenarios.

Effective and Motivating Training with the ICAROS App



More motivation and success for your 

patients.

Stability training can be monotonous and 

progress is often difficult to see. With the 

ICAROS Guardian, you can increase your 

patients' motivation. The exercise is versatile, 

varied, and measurable through specifically 

designed games.

For what types of exercise is the 

ICAROS Guardian used?

• Stability training

• Balance exercises in rehabilitation

• Motor-cognitive training

• Cardio training

• Fall prevention

Choose from different subscription models: Monthly (€ 16.99), Annually (€ 199.90), or 

Lifetime (one-time € 999.90), all prices include VAT.

Why ICAROS Guardian?

Future-Ready Training: Personalized, Economical, Innovative

 Minimal supervision and staffing needs, freeing up capacities.

 High patient throughput with impressive usage rate, ensuring rapid amortization.

 Visible therapy success, fun during training, and sustained motivation.

 Offering innovative and future-proof therapeutic solutions.

The ICAROS Guardian serves as a profit driver in your studio.

Thanks to its easy handling and wide range of applications, the Guardian System ensures 

high utilization and rapid amortization:

Users/Day Price/15 Min Revenue/Day Revenue/Month Revenue/Year

10 €15 €150 €3.000 €36.000

With just 10 self-paying users daily, the system amortizes in 4.6 months and generates a 

profit of over €23,000 in the first year alone! Additionally, the low maintenance effort 

creates new capacities in the trainer and therapist team.



Plug and Play - all components are included and ready to use immediately. 

The ICAROS Guardian is a quality product made in the EU. The system includes the 

ICAROS Cloud 360 balance platform, iPad, Apple Trackpad, Apple TV Box and monitor.

ICAROS Guardian pays off financially

• Additional revenue

• Minimal supervision and staffing needs

• More patients

• Image gain

Financing for ICAROS Guardian is possible starting 

from €249 + VAT per month. 
(Leasing without down payment with 48 months running time. Conditions for other 

running times and purchase offer on request.)

Benefit from the forward-looking therapy concept of ICAROS.

We are happy to advise you on how you can make your therapy offerings more attractive 

and achieve greater success with ICAROS.

➔ Schedule an appointment now for a personal live video presentation.

Dimensions

Length: 170 cm

Width: 120 cm 

Height: 120 cm

Weight: 60 kg

ICAROS Guardian - awarded the FIBO INNOVATION 

& TREND AWARD 2023 in the Health & Prevention 

category and the German Design award 2024.

References:

These renowned clinics, rehabilitation facilities, and practices successfully utilize 

ICAROS Guardian systems.

Your Contact: ICAROS GmbH

E-Mail: info@icaros.com

Phone:  +49 89 414 1821 00
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